


Arla’s journey of  
learning 
In 2002, several Danish chefs went to the media 
to ask Arla: “Where is the diversity and the unique 
taste in your products?” 

At first Arla did not entirely understand the 
criticism. Is it not a positive quality when you get 
the same taste every time? Is it not that which 
characterises a branded product? 

The chefs maintained their criticism. We listened, 
and based on the New Nordic Cuisine manifesto, 
a journey of learning with the chefs began. It was 
the starting point for Arla Unika.

The Arla Unika products are developed 
in cooperation with passionate dairymen, 
experimental product developers, skilled chefs 
and innovative entrepreneurs. In this cooperation, 
we find the inspiration and competencies needed 
to develop innovative dairy products at the 
highest culinary level. 

Together, we conceive ideas, test our way ahead, 
get inspired, and try again and again. Until we 
have created an Unika.

Today, the purpose of Arla Unika is the same as 
it was back in 2002, when we embarked on this 
journey of learning. We want to take dairy to 
world-class culinary levels in cooperation with the 
very best chefs.

We call our mission ”New Heights”. We reach these 
heights with our three product ranges: Unika X, 
Arla Unika and Essens from Arla Unika.



Unika X
Gammel Knas Creme 

Havgus 24 

Kornly

Skærsild 

Femme Fatale

Trefold

Geko

Stor Rød Løber

Arla Unika
Karamelsten 

Loke 

Havgus 8 

Havgus 12

Gammel Knas

Kry

Årstidsost

Hvordan Bo

Den Hvide Dame

Ask

Essens from Arla Unika
Seasonal Milk 

Seasonal Kefir 

Buttermilk

Milk 0.9%

Nordlys

Kovending

Sort Himmel

Hallands Himmel

Sølvræv

Hybrid

Morgenstjerne

Krondild

Gnalling 

Rød Løber

Sirius

Drunken Dog

Måneskær

Høgelundgaard 8

Høgelundgaard 12 

Salted Butter

Unsalted Butter

Cream 50%

Ymer

Double fraiche 50%



EXPERIMENTAL DAIRY PRODUCTS   

Unika X comprises our experimental dairy 
products developed for the very best chefs. 
Chefs are the greatest food interpreters, we seek 
inspiration from them and test our products with 
them.

Unika X is our innovation workshop. This is where 
our development work starts. Unika X comprises 
both the first pilot trials, where we seek the chefs’ 
expertise – and the regular Unika X product range.

The regular Unika X product range counts both 
kitchen table productions and products that are 
tested by top restaurants for an extended period 
of time. We also evaluate the regular Unika X 
product range in our own shops.

When an Unika X product has been tested, we 
move it from the smallest vats to slightly bigger 
ones. In this way, we transform Unika X cheeses 
and butters to Arla Unika, while Unika X fresh 
dairy products become part of Essens from Arla 
Unika. 

We sell Unika X to selected restaurants and in our 
own Arla Unika shops. 



GAMMEL KNAS CREME 
SPREADABLE CHEESE
BIRKUM DAIRY, DENMARK

Spreadable new classic 
Gammel Knas Creme is a spreadable version of our 
most desired cheese Gammel Knas. We produce 
the spreadable cheese at Birkum Dairy with 
Gammel Knas from Nørre Virum Dairy. Gammel 
Knas is a Havarti matured for at least 24 months, 
characterised by its significant umami taste and 
delicate balance between sweetness, acidity and 
richness. In the transformation process into the 
creamy consistency, the essence of the cheese is 
intact and the fine balance of sweetness, acidity 
and richness is now found in this spreadable 
cheese cream. Thus, Gammel Knas has retained 
its unique taste, but has been equipped with new 
functionalities.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To transform 
Gammel Knas into another consistency with new 
application possibilities. 

SMELL

Browned butter and nuts.

TASTE

Umami, caramel, browned 
butter and salt.

FEEL

Dense, rich and soft.

NAME OF CHEESE

The cheese is a creamy 
version of our most 
acknowledged cheese, 
Gammel Knas.



ORGANIC

HAVGUS 24
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE 
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK

Powerful with browned butter 
notes
Havgus 24 is a firm cheese that matures for 24 
months. We produce the cheese at Tistrup Dairy. 
Here, we use a special lactic acid culture that 
has been kept alive through cultivation since 
1943. We supplement the lactic acid culture 
with Lactobacillus Helveticus. This particular 
combination gives Havgus 24 the best possible 
start on its 24-month maturation journey. We 
care for and mature the cheese in its own room at 
Affinage Center Unika, which is an extension to 
the dairy. Here the cheese is slowly dehydrated. 
During maturation, the crunchy protein crystals 
are formed and Havgus 24 gets its firm structure, 
special taste and fullness. The longer the 
maturation. The more intense.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
different maturation degrees of Havgus.

SMELL

Browned butter, oxidized 
apple and nuts.

TASTE

Light acidity and deep, 
sweet taste.

FEEL

Firm consistency that gives 
in. Crystals that crunch, 
and a slightly drying feel.

NAME OF CHEESE

Havgus 24 is an older 
variant of Havgus 12. The 
number 24 indicates the 
number of months the 
cheese is matured.



ORGANIC

KORNLY
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE 
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK

Six months of symbiosis
Kornly is a firm cheese matured in rye kernels. 
We produce Kornly at Tistrup Dairy, where it is 
matured for at least six months at Affinage Center 
Unika, which lies in extension to the dairy. In the 
past, people hid cheese in the grainary to keep 
the mice away. Inspired by this age-old technique, 
we reinvented this method of maturation. During 
maturation a symbiosis develops between the rye 
kernels and the cheese in which the kernels slowly 
absorb moisture from the cheese, and the cheese 
absorbs taste from the kernels. Maturation in rye 
kernels gives the cheese its own unique taste, an 
aroma of grain and hay and a natural rind that 
varies with the seasons and the moisture in the 
kernels.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To achieve a 
unique smell and taste by maturing the cheese in 
rye kernels.

SMELL

Grain, bread, browned 
butter, acidic yet sweet, 
nuts, hay, sprouted kernels.

TASTE

Grain, nuts, sweetness, 
full-bodied, intense, slightly 
acidic, browned butter, 
fresh baked French bread, 
salty, fruit, balanced, 
flavourful, mild.

FEEL

Firm, slightly dry.

NAME OF CHEESE

Kornly refers to the 
tradition of maturing 
cheese in kernels of grain  
- in Danish ‘korn’.



SMELL

Aromatic, mild scent of 
smoke and leather.

TASTE

Insistent smoke flavour, 
honey sweetness and a 
slight bitterness.

FEEL

Solid texture, but soft 
and slightly creamy when 
chewed.

NAME OF CHEESE

Skærsild translates into 
purgatory which means 
purification fire and is a 
precursor to heaven. This 
is in line with the fact that 
our cheese child Skærsild 
is cold smoked to send 
those who eat it in the taste 
heaven.

ORGANIC

SKÆRSILD
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK

Cold smoked, Danish cheese classic
Skærsild is a cold smoked cheese inspired by the 
cheese type Fynbo and is produced at Tistrup Dairy. 
By using smoke we have reinterpreted the Danish 
classic Fynbo, which got its name after the Stresa 
Convention in 1952. The cheese type was originally 
inspired by the Dutch gouda with a similar 
production method where the curds are collected 
and pressed under the whey in the vats, giving a 
tightly closed cheese with fine round holes. After 
being salted via brine, Skærsild is applied with red 
smear bacteria and stored at 15-17 degrees for five 
weeks in the dairy’s fermentation storage. Then, the 
cheese is moved to the maturation storage where it 
is matured at nine degrees and partial dehydration 
occurs. When the cheese is 20 weeks, it is cold 
smoked over beech and common alder for two days 
in the dairy’s smoke oven. Skærsild is our take on a 
modern Fynbo. A firm cheese with a pleasant, pure 
taste and a smell of smoke.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To reinterpret 
the Danish classic Fynbo with use of smoke.



Dramatic and alluring
Femme Fatale is a reckless white mould cheese 
produced at Troldhede Dairy. The cheese is 
inspired by the French cheese classic Camembert. 
Femme Fatale is the rebellious twin sister to Den 
Hvide Dame and is produced using the aggressive 
fungus Penicillium Candidum. In combination with 
a special maturation profile for Femme Fatale, 
which matures three weeks at high temperatures, 
the cheese has a distinct taste early in its life. 
To sharpen the distinct texture and taste of the 
cheese, the prominent creaminess of Femme Fatale 
is not based on the addition of cream, but on the 
breakdown of milk protein during maturation. 
At the same time, we have changed technique so 
that the whey is drained in the cheese forms after 
portioning, instead of drained in the cheese vats. 
This gives a different texture and mouthfeel. By 
working with intense maturation and breakdown 
of protein, a potent side benefit is obtained in the 
form of both ammonia and amino acids that give 
umami. This fatal woman should be served cool on 
a cheese plate and will during her short flowering 
period change personality in taste and texture.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To create 
explosive flavour by creating the optimal 
conditions for flavour development and allowing 
a brief but intense flowering period before the 
cheese fades and dies.

SMELL

Stable, ammonia, cabbage.

TASTE

Round bitterness, 
sweetness and a brief sour 
finish.

FEEL

Soft crust, liquid centre. 
Creamy and with a coating 
effect.

NAME OF CHEESE

The cheese is French 
inspired and is with its 
intense flowering a bit 
of a femme fatale, which 
is a French term for a 
seductive, dramatic and 
fateful woman.

ORGANIC

FEMME FATALE
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK



TREFOLD
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Dehydration of Den Hvide Dame
Trefold is a dehydrated white mould cheese from 
Troldhede Dairy. The cheese is an evolution of 
Den Hvide Dame. A white mould cheese to which 
we have added the Geotrichum yeast culture, 
which coats the surface in a thin mould. Once 
Den Hvide Dame has been produced, the cheese 
is dehydrated causing the maturation process to 
become dormant and concentrating the delicate 
balance between acidity and richness. This serves 
to intensify the taste, and Trefold is the result.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To study how 
dehydration of a rich cheese creates new taste 
notes and textures.

SMELL

Sweetness, warm cream, 
an outer aroma of summer 
fields and fermented hay.

TASTE

Intense and combined 
taste with a good balance 
between acidity and 
richness.

FEEL

Soft, rich and smooth. Melts 
on the tongue with a slight 
tingle.

NAME OF CHEESE

Dehydration intensifies the 
taste and we have created a 
three-fold taste experience, 
hence the Danish name 
‘Trefold’.



GEKO
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Half goat and half cow
We have created a white mould cheese from equal 
parts of goat’s and cow’s milk. Hence, the name 
Geko. The recipe stems from a time when it was 
common to combine whatever milk types that 
were available at the farm. Today, our cheesemaker 
at Troldhede Dairy adds the Geotrichum yeast 
culture to the milk mixture giving Geko its 
complete taste. It matures quickly into a cheese of 
great stature despite its small size.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To reinvigorate 
the tradition of combining different types of milk.

SMELL

Goat, acidic, yeast, butter, 
sweetness, hay, mushrooms, 
soil, mild.

TASTE

Creamy, salty, goat, 
barnyard, milk, mould, 
acidic, hay, ammonia, 
mushrooms, nuts.

FEEL

Runny, creamy.

NAME OF CHEESE

With equal parts of milk 
from goat - in Danish ‘ged’-  
and cow - in Danish ‘ko’, the 
name was obvious: Geko.



ORGANIC

STOR RØD LØBER
RED SMEAR CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

A beacon for red smear cheeses
We make Stor Rød Løber in small cheese vats 
at Gjesing Dairy. Our cheesemaker washes the 
cheese in red smear culture, giving the cheese its 
distinctive barnyard notes. When served at room 
temperature, the result is a cheese with a silky, 
often runny centre, a firm rind and a taste and 
aroma full of contrasts. Stor Rød Løber is a culture 
bearer in our product range and has laid the 
foundation for both Nordlys and Rød Løber.

Principal idea behind the cheese: With Stor 
Rød Løber, we wanted to create a cheese that 
was so runny, one could eat it with a spoon. The 
consistency varies depending on how mature the 
cheese is.

SMELL

Mild barnyard aroma, 
honey and herbed butter.

TASTE

Mild and harmonious taste 
that explodes in the mouth, 
dairy barn.

FEEL

A contrast between the 
silky-smooth centre and 
the firm rind. Melts on the 
tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

Stor Rød Løber refers to 
the size of the cheese, big 
is ‘stor’ in Danish, and the 
combination of its runny 
- in Danish ‘løber’ - centre 
and reddish - in Danish 
‘rød’ - tinge.



ORGANIC

NORDLYS
RED SMEAR CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Intense red smear
Nordlys is a red smear cheese made in small vats 
at Gjesing Dairy. Nordlys is an evolution of Stor 
Rød Løber. Nordlys tends to have a runnier core 
and a more intense taste because of the addition 
of an extra maturation culture. Nordlys has 
impressive depths of flavour with distinctive notes 
of mushrooms and forest floor.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To create greater 
depths of flavour with the help of extra maturation 
cultures.

SMELL

Blackcurrant leaves, sharp 
barnyard, mushrooms.

TASTE

Forest floor, intense 
mushroom, browned 
butter, barnyard.

FEEL

Runny with a brief and 
mild aftertaste.

NAME OF CHEESE

This cheese has an 
interesting colour change 
and is named after the 
colourful Northern Lights  
- in Danish ‘Nordlys’.



ORGANIC

KOVENDING
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

New mould traditions
Kovending from Gjesing Dairy is an exceptional 
blue cheese that turns tradition upside down. 
When making blue cheese, the mould is 
traditionally allowed to grow inside the cheese, 
while the exterior is washed with salt water to 
prevent the mould from growing on the outside. 
With Kovending, we do the opposite. Blue mould 
is applied to the cheese and allowed to grow on 
the outside of the cheese. This gives the cheese 
its beautiful, black-blue colour, while it remains 
white on the inside. The mould culture contributes 
with taste and texture to the outside of the cheese, 
giving it a well-balanced bitterness. This bitterness 
serves as a lovely contrast to the cheese’s creamy, 
runny core.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To reinterpret 
blue mould cheese by turning tradition upside 
down so the blue mould is on the outside while 
the centre is white and runny.

SMELL

Forest floor and spongy 
blue mould.

TASTE

A slight bitterness from the 
rind.

FEEL

Creamy core full of 
contrasts from the firm 
rind.

NAME OF CHEESE

We did a turnaround - in 
Danish ‘kovending’ - when 
we challenged the tradition 
of letting blue mould grow 
inside the cheese and 
instead applied it to the 
outside of the cheese.



SORT HIMMEL
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Dehydrated blue mould cheese
Sort Himmel from Gjesing Dairy is a dehydrated 
blue mould cheese made with a bit of sheep’s 
milk. The rustic exterior of the cheese testifies 
to the way it was produced. A process that takes 
time and skill. The cheese is the result of a desire 
to take a good blue mould cheese and transform 
it into a magnificent cheese with the help of 
affinage. For the first five weeks, we mature Sort 
Himmel in an atmosphere of high humidity and 
temperature. The maturing is then decelerated 
by means of dehydration in a cool cheese storage 
facility where the cheese loses around a fifth of 
its water content and develops a firm consistency. 
Despite its potent appearance, Sort Himmel is 
characterised by taste notes with a fresh and 
fruity lightness.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To use affinage 
as a method of refinement and thereby transform 
a good blue mould cheese into a magnificent 
cheese.

SMELL

Fruity lightness and 
mushrooms.

TASTE

Umami, forest floor and 
mushrooms.

FEEL

Firm texture, melts on the 
tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

Visually, the cheese is 
reminiscent of a dark 
sky - in Danish ‘sort 
himmel’. A storm brewing. 
At the same time, a dark 
sky is a warning of major 
change, which is exactly 
what happens when we 
refine this cheese through 
affinage.



HALLANDS HIMMEL
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
KVIBILLE DAIRY, SWEDEN

Wild umami
Hallands Himmel is a dehydrated blue mould 
cheese with mould on both the outside and 
inside. We produce the cheese at Kvibille Mejeri. 
We make this cheese with thermophilic cultures 
to create the best basis for the development 
of umami. It is matured in an atmosphere of 
high humidity and temperature, creating ideal 
conditions for the blue mould cheese culture to 
flourish. The mould is allowed to develop here 
for 10 weeks before the cheese is wrapped in 
breathable paper and dehydrated over 20 weeks 
in a cool cheese storage facility. A firm cheese that 
melts in the mouth with a wild umami, salty and 
pure cheese taste.  

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
extreme in-depth maturation to develop wild 
umami. 

SMELL

Mushroom, earth, dried 
grass.

TASTE

Deep umami, salt, light 
bitterness from the rind 
and soft mold.

FEEL

Firm, consistent texture 
and soft crunch where the 
mold is concentrated.

NAME OF CHEESE

Hallands Himmel, which 
means ‘sky/heaven of 
Halland’ is made at Kvibille 
Dairy in Halland, Sweden. 
Thus, the name refers to both 
the sky colour of the blue 
mould and the sensation of 
entering umami heaven. 



SØLVRÆV
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Creamy harmony
Sølvræv is a creamy and full-bodied blue mould 
cheese with a little sheep’s milk. We produce the 
cheese at Gjesing Dairy. In-depth maturation 
is the key to the rich umami of this cheese. The 
maturation process takes place in an aerobic 
atmosphere in two stages and for much longer 
than is usual with blue mould cheeses. The 
first maturation period takes place at a high 
temperature to induce the mould to grow and 
develop enzymes. The second stage of the 
maturation process takes place in a cool cheese 
storage facility, where the enzymes have time 
to evolve. The cheese is wrapped in foil to avoid 
dehydration.  The cheese has a distinctive salty 
and liquoricy taste with extra body from the 
sheep’s milk. In addition, the large size of the 
cheese ensures a well-balanced maturation due 
to the proportion between the volume and the 
surface of the cheese.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
aerobic in-depth maturation of a large blue mould 
cheese.

SMELL

Mushrooms, forest floor.

TASTE

English liquorice, forest 
floor, deep sweetness, dark 
berries.

FEEL

Crunchy mould delicately 
combined with a soft 
texture.

NAME OF CHEESE

Sølvræv, which means 
‘silver fox’, is named after 
its stylish often grey 
exterior.



SMELL

Stable, mushrooms and 
acidic scent of buttermilk.

TASTE

Acidic and harmonious. 
Notes of mushrooms, earth 
and forest floor.

FEEL

Firm consistency, chalky 
and porous.

NAME OF CHEESE

The cheese is a young 
mixture - a hybrid - 
between firm, yellow 
cheese and blue mould 
cheese.

HYBRID 
CROSSING OF A FIRM, YELLOW  
CHEESE AND A BLUE MOULD CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Young and vital of mixed blood
Hybrid is a crossing of a firm, yellow cheese and a 
blue mould cheese with around one fifth sheep’s 
milk. The cheese is produced at Gjesing Dairy. 
The cheese is matured at the dairy in modest 
five weeks before it is ready to be eaten. There 
are many powerful tales of cheeses that mature 
long and deeply for their beauty to be released. 
Hybrid, on the other hand, is young and vital. A 
rose bud, where the densely packed rose petals 
provide a firm and resilient flower, full of youthful 
scent and energy. The cheese blooms in its youth, 
with a pleasant, firm consistency and fine aromas 
from the sheep’s milk, lactic acid culture and the 
mild mould. Another part of Hybrid’s thoughtful 
genetic material is the curiosity of exploring the 
boundaries between existing cheese types.

Principal idea behind the cheese: We want to 
break dogmas with Hybrid. Both by crossing 
existing cheese types and by finding the beauty in 
young cheeses. 



MORGENSTJERNE
WHITE AND BLUE MOULD WITH RED SMEAR
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

A meeting between cheese, coffee 
and whisky
Morgenstjerne is third generation of Sirius, our 
dehydrated trinity of red smear, blue and white 
mould made at Troldhede Dairy. In Morgenstjerne, 
we use the affinage techniques dehydration and 
rehydration. Baristas from La Cabra have taught 
the dairymen at Troldhede Dairy to brew coffee 
according to the rules of the art. The dairymen brew 
20 liters of naturally fermented coffee roasted by La 
Cabra, which is poured into the milk in the cheese vat 
and the milk is made into cheese. Blue mould grows 
inside Morgenstjerne and on its outside white mould 
and red smear bacteria grow. After months of storage, 
where the cheese is first ensured good growth by the 
microflora, it is then dehydrated. Morgenstjerne is 
rehydrated in Stauning Rye whiskey, which it absorbs 
like a sponge. The cheese is complex and full-bodied. 
The whisky creates a crisp rind and adds new taste 
notes and aromas of tropical fruit that, together with 
the deep flavour of the coffee, make Morgenstjerne 
unique.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To create an 
adventurous cheese that leads the mind  
toward confectionery through the affinage 
techniques dehydration and rehydration.

SMELL

Pineapple, passion fruit, 
caramel, blue mould and 
browned butter.

TASTE

Fruity, fresh acidity like 
orange juice, mild afterta-
ste of blue mould.

FEEL

Crunchy rind and a creamy, 
soft interior. Contrasts 
from protein crystals and 
blue mould.

NAME OF CHEESE

The name Morgenstjerne 
meaning Morning Star 
is often used about the 
planet Venus, which, with 
its brownish colour, has its 
similarities to the cheese 
child Morgenstjerne.



UNIQUE TASTE EXPERIENCES

Arla Unika is a series of cheeses and butters 
developed for, tested and approved by some of 
the best restaurants.

Our mission for the Arla Unika series is to create 
unique dairy experiences and elevate our dairy 
products to new heights. Arla Unika are our cheese 
children. Like the individual personalities they are, 
they have been given their own fitting names.

We seek to create multisensory taste experiences 
by stimulating as many senses as possible 
throughout the taste journey. The journey begins 
when the guest hears about Arla Unika, sees Arla 
Unika on the menu, hears the story behind the 
products and sees, smells, tastes and talks about 
the experience.

The products in this series were initially developed 
and matured in our experimental Unika X series, 
before being transformed into the Arla Unika 
series, where we make them available to a slightly 
larger audience.

We sell Arla Unika to selected restaurants, in 
our own Arla Unika shops, through foodservice 
wholesalers and in speciality shops.



KARAMELSTEN
CARAMELISED WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Steamed to death by mistake
Karamelsten is a caramelised white mould cheese 
from Troldhede Dairy. The cheese is made by 
means of pressure cooking in an autoclave, which 
triggers a Maillard reaction between the proteins 
and sugars. The story behind the cheese is that we 
accidentally heat-treated a long-life brie for too 
long. The cheese turned out hard and had a mild 
caramel taste. We thought that was interesting, so 
we repeated the process and in our enthusiasm, 
we gave a white mould cheese an extra-long 
stay in the pressure cooker.  Karamelsten is hard 
as a rock and has a mild caramel taste. You can 
grate Karamelsten over dishes using a grater 
or mandoline. The cheese adds caramel notes 
reminiscent of browned butter. A harmonious 
cheese with notes of toffee and pine.

Principal idea behind the cheese: A desire to test 
new production methods. Pressure cooking in an 
autoclave caramelises the cheese resulting in a 
cheese that has never been seen before.

SMELL

Sweetness similar to fudge, 
vanilla, honey and a whiff 
of pine.

TASTE

Caramel, slightly burnt 
with salty and acidic notes.

FEEL

Crisp with the mouthfeel of 
butter.

NAME OF CHEESE

Given the taste of caramel 
and the hard-as-stone 
consistency of the cheese, 
the name Karamelsten 
meaning ‘caramel rock’ 
seemed appropriate.



Well drained cream cheese
Loke is a handcrafted cream cheese from 
Troldhede Dairy. While most cream cheeses are 
produced using filtering techniques, we make Loke 
like a classic cheese by draining the whey from 
the curds. During the 18-hour acidification process 
in a small cheese vat, Loke develops its unique, 
acidic and full-bodied taste. After acidification, 
we cut out the cheese and transfer it to moulds, 
where it drips for a long time and develops its 
firm consistency. This drainage process gives the 
cheese substance and body.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To create a 
cheese that can absorb flavour from whatever is 
added to it.

SMELL

Lemon, vanilla.

TASTE

Sweetness, cream, mild 
acidity.

FEEL

Slightly porous, melts 
quickly on the tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

Loke is named after the 
demigod Loki from Norse 
mythology. Both are 
chameleons. The cheese 
adapts to use, just like the 
demigod, who could live in 
both the world of the gods 
and of the giants.

ORGANIC

LOKE
CREAM CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK



Firm cheese with mild caramel 
notes
Havgus 8 is a firm cheese that matures for eight 
months. We produce the cheese at Tistrup Dairy 
where we use a special lactic acid culture that 
has been kept alive through cultivation since 
1943. We supplement the lactic acid culture 
with Lactobacillus Helveticus. This particular 
combination gives Havgus 8 the best possible start 
on its eight-month maturation journey. We care for 
and mature the cheese in its own room at Affinage 
Center Unika, which is an extension to the dairy. 
Here the cheese is slowly dehydrated. The longer 
the maturation. The more intense.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
different maturation degrees of Havgus.

SMELL

Pineapple, browned butter 
and grain.

TASTE

Mild, sweet taste, orange 
and light caramel.

FEEL

Firm texture that softens in 
the mouth.

NAME OF CHEESE

Havgus 8 is a younger 
variant of Havgus 12. The 
number eight indicates 
the number of months the 
cheese is matured.

ORGANIC

HAVGUS 8
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK



Chefs’ No. 1
Havgus 12 is made at Tistrup Dairy. We use a 
special lactic acid culture that has been kept alive 
through cultivation since 1943.  We supplement the 
lactic acid culture with Lactobacillus Helveticus. 
This particular combination gives Havgus the best 
possible start on its 12-month maturation journey. 
We care for and mature the cheese in its own room 
at Affinage Center Unika, which is an extension 
to the dairy. The cheese slowly dehydrates here.  
During maturation, the crisp protein crystals 
are formed, and Havgus 12 develops its firm 
structure, acidic taste and richness. The longer the 
maturation. The more intense. 

Principal idea behind the cheese: Inspired by the 
New Nordic Cuisine, the principle was to produce 
a Danish terroir cheese using milk from herds that 
have grazed along the Wadden Sea, where the sea 
fog extracts salt from the sea and spreads it over 
the fields. Today, we know that the unique taste of 
the cheese primarily comes from the combination 
of lactic acid cultures and the special care and 
maturation it receives at Affinage Center Unika.

SMELL

Mild aroma of nuts and 
browned butter. Toffee, 
apricots and almonds.

TASTE

Caramel, salt and nuts with 
a bit of a barnyard note. 
Acidic, fruity with notes of 
pineapple and melon.

FEEL

Has a little crunch and 
crumbles slightly, but is 
firm.

NAME OF CHEESE

Havgus 12- ‘sea fog’ in 
Danish -  has been given 
its name because of the 
original idea of   creating 
a terroir cheese from the 
Wadden Sea. The number 
12 indicates the number 
of months the cheese is 
matured.

ORGANIC

HAVGUS 12
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK



GAMMEL KNAS
HAVARTI AGED FOR 24 MONTHS
NØRRE VIUM DAIRY, DENMARK

A reinterpretation of Havarti
Our cheesemaker dreamed of reinterpreting the 
classic Havarti. Using a new affinage technique 
in which the cheese is matured in an anaerobic 
environment for at least 24 months, we developed 
a Havarti with different cultures, resulting in a 
cheese that is ideal for a long maturation process. 
During maturation, the delicate balance develops 
between sweetness, richness, acidity and crisp 
protein crystals. The result is a cheese with a 
surprising taste and structure and a lovely contrast 
between sweetness, acidity and richness on the 
one hand and crisp protein crystals on the other. 
Despite its name Gammel Knas - ‘old crunch’ -, it 
does not have a strong taste, but is rather unique in 
taste and structure.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To reach new 
heights with a fresh reinterpretation of the classic 
Havarti.

SMELL

Floral and acidic. Notes 
of barnyard and sour 
buttermilk.

TASTE

Sweet taste of fruit and 
buttermilk. Acidity, 
bitterness, salty, umami.

FEEL

Porous and soft. The crisp 
crystals provide a contrast 
to the creamy cheese.

NAME OF CHEESE

Gammel Knas - ‘old crunch’ 
in Danish - derives its name 
from the combination of 
crisp protein crystals and 
the long maturation period 
of at least 24 months.



ORGANIC

KRY
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE MADE FROM  
UNPASTEURISED MILK
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK
Born out of the raw nature
We created Kry to meet the long-time wishes of 
Danish top chefs for a Danish raw milk cheese. 
A cheese made from unpasteurised milk from a 
single herd at Sundgaard near Holstebro, selected 
for the high quality of its milk. Since the milk is not 
pasteurised, we can preserve its natural enzymes 
and the naturally occurring bacterias. These 
promote the maturation process and give the 
cheese its unique and complex taste. Making a firm 
raw milk cheese is a difficult art form, requiring 
patience and skill. Kry is made at Tistrup Dairy, 
where we look after and mature it for nine months 
at Affinage Center Unika, which is an extension to 
the dairy.

Principal idea behind the cheese: The desire to 
produce a cheese made from raw milk and thereby 
retain the milk’s natural properties and allow its 
distinctive taste to find expression in the final 
cheese.

SMELL

Freshly toasted bread, 
barnyard, hay, root cellar 
and buttermilk.

TASTE

Develops in the mouth. 
Light aromas combined 
with an intense and spicy 
taste with mild barnyard 
notes. Honeydew melon 
and rich nuts.

FEEL

Has a slight tingle on the 
tongue. Compact and stays 
in the mouth for a long 
time.

NAME OF CHEESE

Kry is inspired by 
the French term for 
unpasteurised milk ‘lait 
cru’. In Danish, to be kry is 
to be self-confident and a 
bit cocky.



ORGANIC

ÅRSTIDSOST
YELLOW CHEESE
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK

Rich and aromatic yellow cheese 
Årstidsost is a smear-ripened cheese using 
non-standardised, organic milk. We produce 
the cheese at Tistrup Dairy. Årstidsost has 
been developed in collaboration with chef 
Kenneth Toft-Hansen, who was searching for 
a new calibre of cheese for the breakfast table 
at Svinkløv Badehotel. It is made using non-
standardised milk with a fat content that varies 
with the seasons. The surface of the cheese is 
covered with red smear culture, similar to a 
Danbo cheese. The cheese is organic and semi-
hard with a fat content that varies between 31% 
and 35%. Årstidsost is rich, acidic and aromatic, 
and ideal for slicing.   

Principal idea behind the cheese: To create a 
new calibre of cheese for slicing to the Danish 
breakfast table.

SMELL

Butter, grass, barn and 
cream.

TASTE

Light taste of washed rind, 
creamlike sweetness and a 
balanced acidity.

FEEL

Solid, rich texture, gets 
soft and melts fast in the 
mouth.

NAME OF CHEESE

The cheese is made from 
seasonal milk, which has 
a natural fat content that 
varies with the seasons. 
Hence, the name Årstidsost, 
which means ‘seasonal 
cheese’.



ORGANIC

HVORDAN BO
FIRM, YELLOW CHEESE
TISTRUP DAIRY, DENMARK

SMELL

Intense smell of barnyard, 
nuts and grain.

TASTE

Has a deep matured taste 
and a slight bitterness. Has 
edge and a round taste of 
butter.

FEEL

Full-bodied and soft 
texture that melts in the 
mouth.

NAME OF CHEESE

Hvordan Bo portrays 
the challenge we gave 
ourselves. How do we lift 
an organic, matured Danbo 
to new heights and bring a 
distinct but pure taste of 
red smear to the cheese? 
Hence, the name Hvordan 
Bo, which means ‘How to 
make a Danbo’. 

Matured cheese with a pure taste 
of red smear
Hvordan Bo is an organic, matured Danbo. The 
cheese is produced at Tistrup Dairy and is matured 
for 23 weeks. The cheese is a matured Danbo 45+. This 
means that the fat content in the dry matter is 45%. 
The fat content in the finished cheese is 24%.

Danbo is the most produced and consumed cheese in 
Denmark. It is the cheese of the Danes and is viewed 
as the national cheese of Denmark.

The principal idea behind the cheese is to reinterpret 
the organic, matured Danbo and lift it to new heights 
by reducing the water content and thus concentrating 
the fat and protein content of the cheese. By nature, 
organic milk has a different bacteria composition than 
conventional milk, and therefore, we have used new 
technological methods - double bactofugation - which 
makes the organic milk even more pure. This is more 
important the longer the maturation time.

Therefore, Hvordan Bo is our interpretation of how 
an organic, matured Danbo should be. A texture one 
can feel and a pure, charismatic taste where the red 
smear has not taken over but is in good balance with 
the rest of the cheese.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To lift Denmark’s 
national cheese Danbo to new heights. 



DEN HVIDE DAME
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Richness and acidity in harmony
We produce Den Hvide Dame at Troldhede 
Dairy, which has a long and proud mould cheese 
tradition. In Den Hvide Dame, we have tripled the 
natural cream content of the milk. This elevates 
the cheese to 75+, which is dairy terminology 
for the percentage of milkfat in dry matter. 
Therefore, the finished cheese has a fat content of 
almost 50%. This buttery cheese is balanced with 
the Geotrichum yeast culture, which forms a thin, 
crisp surface of white mould.

Principal idea behind the cheese: With Den Hvide 
Dame we wanted to explore the properties of 
high fat content. The result is a cheese that strikes 
a lovely balance between richness and acidity.

SMELL

Rural with a sweet smell of 
ripe fruit.

TASTE

Harmonious balance 
between richness and 
acidity.

FEEL

Soft, buttery, rich and 
creamy. Melts in the mouth.

NAME OF CHEESE

In the development stage, 
we called this cheese Den 
Fede Dame - ‘The Fat Lady’. 
However, in a moment 
of political correctness 
we decided to rename 
the cheese Den Hvide 
Dame - ‘The White Lady’ - in 
honour of its white colour.



ASK
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Tradition and smoke
We sought inspiration in the old Danish 
traditions of smoking cheese. The result was 
Ask, which reinterprets classic smoked cheese 
from the island of Funen. Once a week, our 
cheesemaker at Troldhede Dairy handcrafts 
a small portion of this white mould cheese, 
adds smoke via brine and then coats it in 
pulverised ash. This integrates the smokey taste 
throughout the entire cheese - from inside out.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To 
reinterpret the classic smoked cheese from the 
Danish island of Funen. In Ask, smoke is given 
plenty of amplitude in both appearance and 
taste.

SMELL

Smoke, earth and forest 
floor.

TASTE

Smoke, umami, meat, bacon, 
butter, wild mushrooms 
(oyster mushrooms and 
boletus), salt, cream, mould 
(primarily in the rind), 
ammonia when matured, 
earth, forest floor. Mild 
aftertaste.

FEEL

Creamy consistency, 
cream and butter become 
dominant early in 
maturation process.

NAME OF CHEESE

Ask - Danish for ‘ash’ - is 
our new interpretation 
of the smoked cheese 
traditionally made on the 
Danish island of Funen.



KRONDILD 
WHITE MOULD CHEESE
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Dill-flavoured cheese
The chef Erwin Lauterbach proposed a cheese 
interpretation of dill and the ripe dill seeds. 
The cheese should taste of dill from the inside 
out. We accepted the challenge and the result 
was Krondild - an interpretation of dill in white 
mould cheese. Krondild is left to acidify for a 
long time in the small cheese vat at Troldhede 
Dairy. Just before the cheese is placed in 
moulds, the cheesemaker adds dill via salt 
directly to the curd. Finally, the cheese is coated 
in dill seeds. The taste is dominated by the 
caraway notes in the dill, while the cheese has a 
soft texture. The dill taste permeates the entire 
cheese, from inside out.

Principal idea behind the cheese: Krondild is 
a reflection of what the cheese is all about - an 
interpretation of dill through cheese.

SMELL

Dill seeds, sulphur (New 
Year’s rockets) and caraway.

TASTE

Butter, fresh, spicy, 
dill seeds, salty, rich, 
mould, melted butter, 
umami, boiled potatoes, 
mushrooms, warm milk, 
mildly acidic, caraway.

FEEL

Creamy, mouth-watering, 
succulent.

NAME OF CHEESE

Krondild is a reflection 
of what the cheese is all 
about - an interpretation of 
dill through cheese.



GNALLING 
WHITE MOULD CHEESE WITH RED SMEAR
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

A cheese full of contrasts
Gnalling was our first dehydrated cheese. A small 
cheese with big flavour that melts on the tongue. 
Gnalling is looked after by our cheesemaker at 
Troldhede Dairy. The cheese is washed several 
times in red smear culture. We watch carefully 
over it to ensure that the red smear does not drown 
out the special Geotrichum yeast culture, which 
gives Gnalling its delicate, crisp rind. The cheese 
is then dehydrated in a separate room, where the 
dehydration process slowly works its magic on the 
flavour. This cheese has an intense buttery taste 
with notes of pineapple and passion fruit. With its 
firm consistency, Gnalling can be served in slices so 
thin the cheese simply melts on the tongue.

Principal idea behind the cheese: Gnalling was 
born by mistake. The dairy was testing new 
packaging materials and forgot a few cheeses that 
were wrapped in parchment, which is a breathable 
material that allows the moisture to escape. The 
cheeses dehydrated. Dehydration proved to be a 
good way to intensify the taste and create a new 
firm consistency.

SMELL

Smells a little of freshly 
toasted bread.

TASTE

Intense buttery taste 
with notes of pineapple 
and passion fruit. Mild 
bitterness in the rind. Salty 
and acidic.

FEEL

Melts on the tongue with a 
caramel-like consistency. 
Creamy, soft core and a 
hard rind.

NAME OF CHEESE

Gnalling means ‘little 
morsel’ in Danish, and 
derives its name from its 
modest, dry appearance 
and its interior which 
surprises with its richness 
and sweetness. A little 
morsel full of big flavour.



ORGANIC

RØD LØBER
RED SMEAR CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Silky-soft with barnyard notes
Rød Løber is a red smear cheese from Gjesing 
Dairy. This cheese is an evolution of Stor Rød 
Løber. We make it in smaller moulds than 
the bigger Stor Rød Løber, which means it 
matures differently because of the altered ratio 
between interior and exterior. The cheese smells 
of barnyard and honey and has a mild and 
harmonious taste. It has a reddish tinge on the 
outside due to the red smear, and it is silky-soft 
on the inside.

Principal idea behind the cheese: With Rød 
Løber we wanted to explore how the taste 
develops differently depending on the inside-
outside ratio of the cheese.

SMELL

Barnyard, honey, fields 
of rapeseed flowers, red 
smear, white mould, toa-
sted bread and ammonia.

TASTE

Mild and harmonious taste 
that explodes in the mouth, 
dairy barn.

FEEL

A contrast between the 
silky-smooth centre and 
the firm rind. Melts on the 
tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

Rød Løber - ‘red runner’ - is 
an evolution of Stor Rød 
Løber, which is characte-
rised by its red rind and 
often runny core.



SIRIUS
WHITE AND BLUE MOULD CHEESE WITH 
RED SMEAR
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Dehydrated trinity
Sirius is our dehydrated trinity of red smear, white 
mould and blue mould made at Troldhede Dairy. 
Sirius has a rustic appearance with a whitish 
surface. The cheese is a delicate balancing act in 
achieving the perfect harmony in tastes between 
the mould cultures. The blue mould and white 
mould tastes evolve at the beginning of the 
maturation process. To keep the maturation of the 
two moulds in check, we dehydrate Sirius in a cool 
cheese storage facility where it loses about 20% 
of its weight and develops its characteristic firm 
structure. At the same time, we wash the cheese in 
red smear giving Sirius its reddish tinge.

Principal idea behind the cheese: The desire to 
master the balancing act of achieving a harmony 
of tastes between mould and smear cultures.

SMELL

Mould, red smear, forest 
floor, mushrooms, dairy 
barn, ammonia.

TASTE

Well-balanced mould, 
warm and rich, full-bodied 
butter and cream.

FEEL

Soft and melts quickly, 
with a tingle on the tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

Sirius with its distinctive 
white surface with a 
reddish tinge is named 
after the brightest star in 
the northern sky. In ancient 
times, Sirius was recognised 
by its reddish glow.



DRUNKEN DOG 
WHITE MOULD, BLUE MOULD  
AND RED SMEAR
TROLDHEDE DAIRY, DENMARK

Sirius drowned in whisky
Drunken Dog is a refinement of Sirius, which is 
our dehydrated trinity of red smear, blue mould 
and white mould made at Troldhede Dairy. The 
cheese is a delicate balancing act in achieving the 
perfect harmony in tastes between the mould 
cultures. The blue mould and white mould tastes 
evolve at the beginning of the maturation process. 
To keep the maturation of the two mould cultures 
in check, we dehydrate Sirius in a cool cheese 
storage facility, where it loses around 20% of its 
water content and develops its characteristic, firm 
texture. At the same time, the cheese is washed 
in red smear, which matures the cheese further 
and gives Sirius its reddish tinge. Finally, Sirius 
is drowned in Stauning Rye Whisky and then 
vacuum-packed. Drunken Dog emerges in an 
anaerobic environment surrounded by whisky. 
The whisky creates a crisp rind and adds new taste 
notes and aromas of tropical fruit.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To find out how 
whisky and cheese can become one.

SMELL

Pineapple and passion 
fruit.

TASTE

Sweetness of honeydew 
melon, mango, browned 
butter and a fresh acidity 
in the background.

FEEL

A firm texture to begin 
with, but it melts quickly 
on the tongue. The firm 
rind provides contrast.

NAME OF CHEESE

Drunken Dog is the  
cheese Sirius that has been 
drowned in whisky. At the 
same time, the star Sirius is 
a part of the constellation 
Canis Major (the greater dog).



MÅNESKÆR 
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
GJESING DAIRY, DENMARK

Velvety blue mould cheese
Måneskær is a mild and creamy blue mould 
cheese. We produce the cheese at Gjesing Dairy.  
In-depth maturation is the key to the well-
balanced taste and creamy texture. The 
maturation process takes place in an aerobic 
atmosphere in two stages and for much longer 
than is usual with blue mould cheeses. The 
first maturation period takes place at a high 
temperature to induce the mould to grow and 
develop enzymes. The second stage of the 
maturation process takes place in a cool cheese 
storage facility, where the enzymes have time 
to evolve. The cheese is wrapped in foil to avoid 
dehydration.  In addition, the large size of the 
cheese ensures a well-balanced maturation due 
to the proportion between the volume and the 
surface of the cheese.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
aerobic in-depth maturation of a large blue mould 
cheese.

SMELL

Mild, dusty smell of blue 
mould cheese and dairy 
barn.

TASTE

Acidity and slight bitter-
ness felt on the front of the 
tongue. Hazelnuts and mild 
taste.

FEEL

The cheese melts on the 
tongue leaving behind the 
crisp mould.

NAME OF CHEESE

With its large, round shape 
and yellowish hue dotted 
with tinges of blue from 
the mould, this cheese calls 
to mind the moon. Hence, 
the name Måneskær, which 
means ‘moonlight’.



HØGELUNDGAARD 8
BLUE MOULD CHEESE 
HØGELUND DAIRY, DENMARK

Well-balanced fruity sweetness 
Høgelundgaard 8 is a fruity blue mould cheese that 
has been matured for eight months. We produce 
the cheese at Høgelund Mejeri. Høgelundgaard 8 
is a younger version of Høgelundgaard 12, which 
is a beacon among Danish blue mould cheeses. 
Primarily because of the contrast between the 
mould and its remarkable taste of sweet fruit. We 
produce the cheese at Høgelund Dairy in small 
open cheese vats to which a special yeast culture 
is added. Aerobic maturation for four months 
followed by four months of anaerobic maturation 
gives this cheese its distinctive texture and taste. 
Høgelundgaard 8 is characterised by its rustic 
surface with black-blue, white, red and brown 
mould. The mould and the well-balanced taste of 
sweet fruit make this an intensely flavourful and 
distinctive cheese full of contrasts.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To explore 
different degrees of maturation while at the same 
time challenging the dogma that cheese is always 
better the longer it matures.

SMELL

Intense aroma of tropical 
fruit and whisky.

TASTE

Harmonious, sweet and 
fruity taste. Salt and a 
rounded acidity.

FEEL

Soft and full-fat, melts 
fast in the mouth, crunchy 
crystals.

NAME OF CHEESE

The name is a tribute to 
Høgelund Dairy, whose 
long-established skills 
in the making of blue 
mould cheese form 
the foundation for the 
development of this 
cheese. The number eight 
indicates the number of 
months the cheese has 
matured.



HØGELUNDGAARD 12
BLUE MOULD CHEESE
HØGELUND DAIRY, DENMARK

Fruity sweetness and crisp crystals
Høgelundgaard 12 is a beacon among Danish 
blue cheeses. Primarily because of the contrast 
between mould, its remarkable sweet and fruity 
taste, and its crisp protein crystals. We produce 
the cheese at Høgelund Dairy in small open 
cheese vats to which a special yeast culture is 
added. Matured in an aerobic atmosphere for four 
months, followed by eight months in an anaerobic 
atmosphere gives this cheese its distinctive 
texture and taste. Høgelundgaard 12 has a rustic 
surface with black-blue, white, red and brown 
mould. The mould and the well-balanced, sweet 
fruity taste result in an unprecedented contrast 
and intense taste.

Principal idea behind the cheese: To demonstrate 
how new initiatives within production and 
affinage can elevate an old classic to new heights. 
By adding yeast and then vacuum-packing the 
blue cheese in an anaerobic environment, we 
achieve an entirely unique mouthfeel and taste.

SMELL

Blue mould and  mushro-
oms. Deep fruity sweetness, 
sharp acidity, mild ammo-
nia and milk fat.

TASTE

Pineapple, blue mould, 
acidic, umami, mushrooms, 
flowers and liquorice syrup.

FEEL

Soft and crisp where the 
mould is concentrated. 
Melts immediately. 
Full-bodied and tingles on 
the tongue.

NAME OF CHEESE

The name is a tribute to 
the Høgelund Dairy, whose 
long-established skills in 
the making of blue mould 
cheese have formed the 
basis for the development 
of this cheese. The number 
12 indicates the number 
of months the cheese has 
matured.



ORGANIC

SALTED BUTTER
HOLSTEBRO DAIRY, DENMARK

Twice-fermented with crisp salt 
crystals
We take our time, churning the organic cream, 
fermenting and kneading the butter and letting it 
rest for 48 hours, then kneading and fermenting it 
again while adding crisp Læsø sea salt. The double 
fermentation and double kneading give this 
butter its characteristic fresh and intense acidic 
taste. The butter has a soft but firm consistency, 
which contrasts nicely with the crisp salt crystals. 
This butter has a unique structure, mouthfeel and 
look, as well as a distinctive fresh, acidic taste.

Principal idea behind the butter: To meet the 
demand of chefs for a butter with a higher salt 
content. We also wanted to develop a butter that 
strikes a harmonious balance between fat, acidity 
and consistency.

SMELL

Freshly churned, spring.

TASTE

Robust and intense. Salty 
with an understated 
acidity.

FEEL

Firm, soft consistency with 
crisp salt crystals.



ORGANIC

UNSALTED BUTTER
HOLSTEBRO DAIRY, DENMARK

Twice fermented. Double kneaded
We take our time, churning the organic cream, 
fermenting and kneading the butter and letting it 
rest for 48 hours, then kneading and fermenting 
it again. The double kneading and double 
fermentation give this butter its characteristic 
fresh and intense acidic taste. The butter has a 
soft but firm consistency and is suitable for baking 
and cooking.

Principal idea behind the butter: To develop a 
butter that strikes a harmonious balance between 
fat and acidity.

SMELL

Nuts and cream.

TASTE

Wild flowers and the mild 
sweet taste of butter.

FEEL

Firm, soft and smooth 
consistency.



MILK WITH FLAVOUR NOTES

Essens from Arla Unika is our organic fresh dairy 
product range, developed with great taste in mind. 
With this range, we want to take dairy to new 
heights and celebrate our raw material – milk – 
by turning fresh dairy products into something 
special.

It is actually quite simple. Better quality of life for 
the cows means better milk. And the milk is the 
platform for creating gastronomic dairy products. 
At Debelgaard in Brørup, the 6th-generation farm 
where the milk for Essens from Arla Unika comes 
from, animal welfare has always been a matter of 
honour. 

We produce and tap Essens from Arla Unika at our 
micro-dairy in Christiansfeld. The milk is organic 
and certified by the Danish Animal Welfare Society.

Essens from Arla Unika builds on values such as 
taste, naturalness, ethics and aesthetics. 

Products are developed and tested at selected 
restaurants as part of our Unika X range before 
being transformed into Essens from Arla Unika.

We sell Essens from Arla Unika to selected 
restaurants, in our own Arla Unika shops, through 
foodservice wholesalers and at supermarkets.



ORGANIC

SEASONAL MILK
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Varies with the seasons
Årstidsmælk (Seasonal Milk) is made from 
organic, unhomogenised milk from Debelgaard 
Farm, which is tapped at Christiansfeld Dairy. 
Sometimes simplicity is best. That is why we 
leave this milk just the way it is, with nothing 
removed. The fat content varies with the seasons 
with a fat percentage of 3.5-4.5%. Årstidsmælk is 
a rich, organic milk with a mild and creamy taste 
and an aftertaste with notes of vanilla.

Principal idea behind the milk: With 
Årstidsmælk, we wanted to celebrate the 
beauty of simplicity. The passing of the seasons 
is reflected in the varying content of fat and 
protein.

SMELL

Cream, flowers, grass, fruit. 

TASTE

Mild taste of cream and 
vanilla.

FEEL

Full-bodied mouthfeel.



ORGANIC

SEASONAL KEFIR
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Fermented seasonal milk
Årstidskefir (Seasonal Kefir) is made from 
seasonal organic milk from Debelgaard Farm, 
which has been fermented and tapped at 
Christiansfeld Dairy. Årstidskefir is the result 
of an extensive innovation process in which 
we tested different methods of fermentation. 
It is made with Årstidsmælk, which varies 
throughout the year, and is fermented with 
kefir cultures, which add acidity and aroma. 
Adding kefir cultures results in a complex acidic 
taste that serves as a lovely contrast to the 
milk’s naturally high fat content and the rich 
consistency of the kefir. During fermentation, 
Årstidskefir develops a mild effervescence, 
earning it the nickname ‘Champagne of Milk’. 
Kefir originates from the Caucasus Mountains 
and is believed to have been consumed for 
centuries.

Principal idea behind the kefir: To make a 
fermented version of Årstidsmælk with a 
delicate balance between viscosity, fat and 
acidity.

SMELL

Lemon, fermented milk, 
buttermilk.

TASTE

Mildly acidic with a hint of 
cream.

FEEL

Rich, slightly sparkling.



ORGANIC

BUTTERMILK
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Elegant buttermilk
Kærnemælk (Buttermilk) is made from organic 
milk from Debelgaard Farm, which is fermented 
and tapped at Christiansfeld Dairy. We have 
developed a fermentation profile that makes this 
buttermilk quite special. The use of mesophilic 
cultures and relatively low temperatures during 
the fermentation process produces an aromatic 
and refreshingly tart buttermilk - but without 
the sharp acidity often found in buttermilk. In 
other words, our fermentation profile results 
in an elegant buttermilk that is not sour. Some 
people have a nostalgic notion of ‘old-fashioned 
buttermilk’ as the residual product that is left 
over after making butter, and they imagine that 
is the highest quality. With a focus on the best 
possible taste, we chose to make our buttermilk 
by fermenting milk instead of using the residual 
product from butter production, because 
we believe this gives us the most flavourful 
buttermilk.

Principal idea behind the buttermilk: To develop 
an alternative taste that has a well-rounded and 
balanced flavour in addition to being tart.

SMELL

Fresh, fermented milk, 
cream, citrus.

TASTE

Mild, well-balanced acidity, 
sour fruit, cream, cooked rice.

FEEL

Viscosity, thicker and richer 
than milk. Slightly foamy 
and sparkling.



ORGANIC

MILK 0.9%
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Semi-skimmed with a rich taste
Mælk 0,9% (Milk 0.9%) is made from 
unhomogenised, organic milk from Debelgaard 
Farm and is tapped at Christiansfeld Dairy. 
The milk has a lower fat content than our 
Årstidsmælk, but is still full of flavour. It is a 
semi-skimmed milk with a rich, sweet taste 
and discreet notes of grass, vanilla and cream. 
The taste is very similar to semi-skimmed 
milk with 1.5% fat.

Principal idea behind the milk: With Mælk 
0,9%, we wanted to achieve the great taste 
that naturally occurs in milk but with a 
reduced fat content.

SMELL

Mild fragrance, pure, sweet, 
milk.

TASTE

Sweet, rich milk, a little 
creamy, mild vanilla notes, 
very mild grass notes, a 
slight mineral aftertaste 
and a hint of coconut water.

FEEL

Slightly rich and coating, 
very easy flowing.



ORGANIC

CREAM 50%
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Naughty cream
Fløde 50% (Cream 50%) is made from organic 
milk from Debelgaard Farm and is tapped at 
Christiansfeld Dairy. Chefs asked for an extra-
thick cream and inspired by the English double 
cream, we created Fløde 50% - a cream with notes 
of vanilla and honeydew melon with a fat content 
of 50%, giving it a more intense taste and a full-
bodied consistency. This full-fat cream is best as it 
is or simply slightly whipped.

Principal idea behind the cream: To meet the 
demand of chefs for a cream with more taste and 
a thicker texture.

SMELL

Vanilla, barnyard, rice 
pudding.

TASTE

Flowers, mild honeydew 
melon, vanilla, coconut.

FEEL

Soft and rich.



ORGANIC

YMER
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Ymer à la 1937
Our Ymer is made from organic milk from 
Debelgaard Farm, fermented and tapped 
at Christiansfeld Dairy. Ymer is a Danish, 
fermented milk product similar to yogurt and 
buttermilk. When we set out to make an old-
style ymer, Christiansfeld Dairy helped with 
the development and production. Our Ymer is 
made according to the legendary recipe of Dairy 
Manager E. Larsen from 1937. The fermented milk 
is allowed to rest for 24 hours before it is cut out, 
drained and finally added cream. Our Ymer has a 
mild and deep taste with a velvety texture.

Principal idea behind the ymer: To create 
an ymer according to old recipes with key 
ingredients, such as time and patience.

SMELL

Lemon, cream and honey.
 
TASTE

Honey, lemon and cream.

FEEL

Light, airy and velvety.



ORGANIC

DOUBLE FRAICHE 50%
MILK PRODUCER DEBELGAARD
CHRISTIANSFELD DAIRY, DENMARK

Makes all the difference in the 
taste of a dish
Double Fraiche 50% is made from organic milk 
from Debelgaard Farm, fermented and tapped 
at Christiansfeld Dairy. Top chefs wanted a 
creme fraiche with a more concentrated taste 
and a higher fat content. To meet this need, 
we developed Double Fraiche 50%, which has 
a deeper taste and aroma, as well as a soft, but 
firm consistency. Double Fraiche has a surprising 
consistency and can make all the difference in 
the taste of a dish.

Principal idea behind the double fraiche: To give 
chefs a dairy product for cooking that has a more 
concentrated taste.

SMELL

Grass, buttercups and 
lemon.

TASTE

Lemon zest, cream and 
flowers.

FEEL

Smooth, rich and silky.


